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Background
Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) is increasing use of data visualizations to convey
trends in data it collects on various Minnesota health measures. In the past, data were usually
reported in PDF documents or on HTML webpages. The option of using newer data visualization
software products like Tableau allows more options for depicting data to be shared, but
instructions may be needed for people who cannot view the data or use a mouse.
This document provides some tips for accessing data directly from a data visualization without
the use of a mouse, though these tips may not function adequately for all data sets or all users.
Anyone who would like to obtain data from a visualization in an alternative format is invited to
contact the MDH program that created the document to make a request. Please have a
description of the data that you are trying to access so that we can find the appropriate staff to
fulfill your request.

Tips for Accessing Data from a Data Visualization
The data visualizations are often assembled into a group of components called a dashboard.
Tableau dashboards appearing on MDH’s website can be navigated by using the “Tab” key. For
screen reader users, the Heading 1 (Title) of the Tableau dashboard should be announced
before proceeding into the other components of the dashboard.

Filters
Filters allow a person accessing the dashboard to select subsets of the data that interests them
most. Examples of filters are drop-down menus, check boxes, and radio buttons. These filters
can be reached by tabbing to them. Filter names and the state of the filter (such as “collapsed”
or “check-box unchecked”) are announced by assistive technologies such as a screen reader. By
using a combination of the space bar, arrow keys, and tab, users can make selections from the
filters. (Assistive technology will announce instructions that Tableau has included.) At times, the
filters are difficult to exit when using keyboard-only. We suggest using the Escape key to “back
out” of the filter, then using the Tab key to continue within the browser. MDH has been
communicating with Tableau to suggest improvements for this issue.

Graphics
Data are often presented as bar charts, tables, maps, pie charts, or a combination of various
data visual presentation methods. In some cases, within these graphics more data is available
for users who can use a mouse to hover over the graphic. For example, a mouse can be used to
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hover over a specific Minnesota county on a map to show more information about that county.
For users who cannot use a mouse to hover over the graphic or those who would like to have
the data for more analysis, there are options for downloading the data described below.

Access to Data for Keyboard-only Users
In most cases, users can tab to a graphic containing underlying data by using the Tab key or its
equivalent. The graphic will be highlighted with a line around the outside so that visual users
who tab to the graphic with the keyboard can identify when the graphic has been selected. On
pages with several graphics available, be sure that the graphic has been selected so that the
data download option is ready. If the embedded graphic is not selected, the data download
option will not be available.
When the graphic is selected, the Enter Key can be pressed to download the data used to
create the visualization.

The data will open in a new tab in a browser. These data can then be explored directly in the
browser tab by using the Tab key or the arrow keys. The data can also be downloaded into
another software application, such as Microsoft Excel. If the data do not download on the first
attempt, try reloading the page and attempt the download again. If the data are still not
available, please contact the program that published the data, usually found at the bottom or
right side of the page.
Note: At times, an MDH program needs to turn off the data download option for legal reasons.
When this is the case, the MDH program should offer the data set used to create the data
visualization in another format, such as downloadable spreadsheet. If you need the data in
another way, please contact the program that published the data.

Access to Data for Screen Reader Users
Most assistive technology will announce when a graphic has been reached. The title of the
graphic should be announced, or the preceding filter should provide context about the content
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of the graphic. Tableau has instructions for navigating the graphic that will be announced by the
screen reader. A screen reader will announce when a graphic has been reached and will inform
the user to select “ESC” to clear data sections. A screen reader will announce to press Enter to
open the view data window.
The data will open in a new tab in a browser and should be filtered to match the selection made
in the filters. These data can be explored from the browser using the Tab key or the arrow keys,
but they can also be downloaded into a spreadsheet or other software for further use or
analysis.
Note: At times, an MDH program needs to turn off the data download option for legal reasons.
When this is the case, the MDH program should offer the data set used to create the data
visualization in another format, such as downloadable spreadsheet. If you need the data in
another way, please contact the program that published the data.

Minnesota Department of Health
health.communications@state.mn.us
www.health.state.mn.us
To obtain this information in a different format, call: 651-201-4989.
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